
 

ILF fault  
ILF fault is a communication failure between the drive option board (like Ethernet Modbus TCP card) and 

the drive control block. 

 

There are many possible causes for the ILF. Here the know behaviour that can generate ILF fault on 

EtherNet/IP card. 

 

In each case you will find if ILF was reproduce on last Ethernet Modbus TCP card VW3A3320  

 

CNF fault 
CNF fault is a communication failure between the Master (PLC most part of time) and the drive. For 

example, drive does not receive frame from the Master PLC. 

 

See below how is managed the time out on Ethernet/IP 

 

Then CNF can be also a result of overload. 

Goal and Content 
The goal of this document is not to tell the root of CNF or ILF but to identify the situation where those 

fault can appear.  
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Description of Ethernet cards and Drive version 
For our ATV71 and Ethernet we can have: 

- ATV71 with version less or equal to 3.3ie68 (V2.1ie35 for ATV61) 

card VW3A3316 (2 RJ45 connectors) 

 

- ATV71 with version 5.7ie70 (V5.8ie36 for ATV61) or higher version 

New card VW3A3320 (2 RJ45 connectors with embedded RSTP management). 

This card is not compatible with drive version less than 5.7ie70 (V5.8ie36 for ATV61). 

 

 

 

Detail of Ethernet card version 

VW3A3316 

V1.2ie08 

V1.2ie12 

V1.2ie13 

VW3A3320 V1.1ie15 

 

 

VW3A3320 (2 RJ45 connectors with embedded RSTP management). 

This card will replace the VW3A3316 card.  

We have the same hardware than VW3A3316, but the software was change to have Ethernet IP 

and Modbus TCP on the same card, and also to have RSTP management. 

But this card is only compatible with the version from ATV71 5.7ie70 (V5.8ie36 for ATV61) and 

higher. 

 

If you order a VW3A3320 card, you need to use it on drive with at least version 5.7ie70 for ATV71 and 

5.8ie36 for ATV61. 

 

  



 

CNF on Ethernet/IP 

The CNF detect by the drive can have several origin :  

- The time out on implicit exchange 

- The time out on explicit exchange 

Time out with implicit exchange 

An EtherNet/IP time out is triggered if the card does not receive any cyclic messages (regardless within a 

predefined time period) 

 

With Ethernet IP, the time-out is managed by the controller, not by the drive. The duration of the time-

out is defined by the Request packet intervals (RPI) multiply by Connection Timeout Multiplier. The 

RPI and the Connection Timeout Multiplier can be configured in controller properties box (it can be 

change in function of master). 

An Ethernet IP time-out is triggered if the card does not receive any cyclic messages.  

 

With controller Rockwell Logix5555, the Connection Timeout Multiplier is equal to 3 and it can not 

be modify.  

So you have time-out used by drive (ms) = RPI (ms) * 3.  

If you have a controller Rockwell Logix5555, for example with RPI=2000ms you will have a time-out used 

by drive equal to 6000ms. 

Time-out used by drive (ms) = RPI (ms) * Connection Timeout Multiplier. 
 

With a quantum PLC the Connection Timeout Multiplier is equal to 4 (default value) but it can be 

modify.  

So you have time-out used by drive (ms) = RPI (ms) * 4.  

If you have a controller quantum, for example with RPI=2000ms you will have a time-out used by drive 

equal to 8000ms. 

Time-out used by drive (ms) = RPI (ms) * Connection Timeout Multiplier. 
 

This description corresponds to the time out management of implicit exchange. 

 

 



 

Time out with explicit exchange 

There is 2 type of explicit exchange on CIP:  

- not connected explicit exchange 

- connected explicit exchange 

 

Not connected explicit exchange 

These types of messaging have a low priority compare to the connected explicit messaging but it use also 

less resources from the source and target. 

Moreover, with the not connected explicit exchange, the time out is not monitored. 

 Example 

 
 

Connected explicit exchange 

These types of messaging have high priority compare the not connected explicit messaging but it used 

also more resources from the source and the target. 

With these exchanges, we don’t monitor a time out like on the implicit exchange. But there is a 

verification of the CIP connexion. 

 

Example 

 
 

Open TCP connexion 
Open CIP connexion 

Read drive parameter Close CIP connexion 

Close TCP connexion 

Close TCP connexion 

Open TCP connexion 

Read drive parameter 



 
With the connected explicit exchange, there is a connexion time out monitored by the card. This time 

out checks the delay of the CIP connexion to stay open. It’s not the same time out that with implicit 

exchange. 

 

The connexion time out is calculated with RPI and Connection Timeout Multiplier. 

     (RPI EM connected) x (multiplier) = Timeout de connexion de message explicite 

 

The value of RPI and multiplier can be saw in the “Forward open” request coming from the master PLC. 

 

 

 

 

 

Case where a CNF can be detected with connected exchange:  

� The drive will detect immediately a CNF if the TCP connexion is close without close correctly the 

connexion with “Forward close”. 

 

 

 

  

Open TCP connexion Open CIP connexion 

Read drive parameter Close TCP connexion 



 
 

� The drive will detect a CNF after the end of RPI * multiplier, if the connexion is not close before 

this time. The drive expected that the CIP connexion is close (with “Forward close”) before the 

RPI * multiplier (here 40s).  

 

 

 

Case where a CNF can NOT be detected with connected exchange:  

� After closing the CIP connexion properly (with “forward close”), the connexion is no more 

monitored. It means that if you start the motor with this CIP connexion and after the connexion 

is close by master and drive always in RUN. If the Ethernet wire is disconnect, the drive will never 

detect the CNF and the motor could not be stop by the network. 

 

 

Open TCP connexion 
Open CIP connexion 

(connected explicit exchange) 

Write drive parameter in order to 

start the motor. 

Drive in RUN 

Close CIP connexion 

Before the end of RPI * multiplier (here 40s) 

Ethernet cable disconect here. 

In this case the ATV is in RUN and like the connexion is no more monitored, 

the drive will never detect the wire disconnection, so no CNF display.  

Open TCP connexion Open CIP connexion 

Read drive parameter 

After the reading of a drive parameter, nothing is send by the Master. 

In this case the drive wait the RPI*mulitplier (here 40s). 



 
 

Recommendation and investigation for this CNF detection 

The ATV71 with Ethernet IP card manage a time out between exchanges on the implicit exchange only. 

 

There is 2 type of CIP messaging (connected and not connected). In connected mode, we don’t 

monitored time out between exchanges, but we monitor the CIP connexion. After the connexion is close, 

the time out is no more monitored. So in some case, CNF can occur and sometime CNF will not occurs 

(see the description before) 

 

The random CNF, could due to the messaging sequence (too fast). We recommend to not going faster 

than 100ms between 2 CIP messaging. 

If you want use the CIP messaging to command the drive, use the not connected mode. In this case the 

CNF will never monitored 

 

To understand the origin of CNF, network analysis will be mandatory. This network analysis can be done 

with free tool “WireShark”. 

 

 

 

  



ILF at power ON with TCSMCNAM3M002P cable (

ATV71 all version 

VW3A3316: all versions 

Laptop is connected to the ATV71 via T

� Modbus connection in front of drive (Modbus HMI)

Issue description:  

When the TCSMCNAM3M002P is connected to the ATV and also in PC usb port, on drive Power 

ON, we can have ILF (with sub code 101

 

Workaround: 

- Connect the Modbus 

- Power ON the product without TCSMCNAM3M002P cable connected and connects it after.

 

Same test on VW3A3320
Same issue exist on VW3A3320 card.

 

ILF at power ON with TCSMCNAM3M002P cable (PEP0037946R

 

Laptop is connected to the ATV71 via TCSMCNAM3M002P cable  

Modbus connection in front of drive (Modbus HMI). 

When the TCSMCNAM3M002P is connected to the ATV and also in PC usb port, on drive Power 

with sub code 101) 

Connect the Modbus port on the 2
nd

 RJ45 port (Modbus network) 

Power ON the product without TCSMCNAM3M002P cable connected and connects it after.

Same test on VW3A3320 
Same issue exist on VW3A3320 card. 

 

PEP0037946R) 

 

 

When the TCSMCNAM3M002P is connected to the ATV and also in PC usb port, on drive Power 

Power ON the product without TCSMCNAM3M002P cable connected and connects it after. 



 

ILF due to fast Modbus TCP messaging request (PEP0272491R) 

ATV71 all version 

VW3A3316: all versions 

Even if the protocol selected is Ethernet/IP, the card embed Modbus TCP server (on server web for 

example). These Modbus TCP servers stays accessible. 

PLC or computer (webserver, specialized tool) could send Modbus TCP request. 

Issue description:  

If Modbus TCP request are sending in a fast way (less than 100ms), ILF (code 103) could be 

detect on the drive. 

 

Workaround: 

When Ethernet/IP is selected, it’s not recommended to send Modbus TCP request in less than 100ms. 

Same test on VW3A3320 
Same issue exist on VW3A3320 card. 

 

To resume 

Like you can see, different network phenomena can generate CNF and/or ILF. Each time investigation is 

needed. 

 

For CNF  

� Check the exchanges (implicit and explicit). A network trace will be mandatory. 

For ILF 

� Check first if ILF does not occur when the SoMove cable is connecting on drive. 

� Then check if Modbus TCP messaging is used (PLC, computer, webserver) 

 

If all cases, it will be mandatory to make a network trace with wireshark in order to see what happen on 

the network. Take care of the way to do the trace. If you have an Ethernet switch on the network, the 

trace could be not complete. 

In this case it will be needed to use HUB or manageable switch and do mirroring on drive Ethernet Port. 

 

Then check also the [Internal link fault 1] (ILF1) and [Internal link fault 2] (ILF2) parameters can only be 

accessed on the graphic display terminal in the [1.10 DIAGNOSTICS] (dGt-) menu, [MORE FAULT INFO] 

(AFI-) submenu. 



 

 

 

Parameter [Network fault] (CnF) is used to obtain more detailed information about the origin of the last 

fault [Com. network] (CnF). It canbe accessed on the graphic display terminal only, in the [1.10 

DIAGNOSTICS] (dGt-) menu, [MORE FAULT INFO] (AFI-) submenu. 

 
 

 

 


